
   

Dewan Public School 
Holiday Homework 2023-24 

Class II

Subject-G.K

Take weather survey for the month of June on A4 sheet as per following details and tick 
the weather accordingly.

S.NO. Date    Sunny Rainy Pleasant cloudy

Subject-Maths
Collect and paste any 8 things on A 4 sheet that you carry to school daily and write their 
ordinal numbers accordingly.

Subject-Art/Craft

For Class 2 Angels and 2 Chicks

Make beautiful Mushroom with the help of given instructions 

Material required:-
➔ 6  A4 size pastel sheet ( Red, Mehroon, White ,Light Green , Dark Green,lemon yellow)
➔ Pencil
➔ Scissors 
➔ Fevicol

Steps:-
Step 1:- Draw a shape of mushroom roof (size 20 / 25 cm) and cut it.

Step 2:- Draw stem ( 20 / 10 cm) ,some dots big and small , grass . Than cut all shapes 
According to the picture 2.



Step 3:- Arrange all the cutting and paste it together like pictures 3.

Note : Every student will make two mushroom (same size) it will red and mehroon in colour.

For Class 2 Bambinos and 2 Ducklings

Make a beautiful bee with the help of given instructions 

Material required
➔  5 A4 size pastel sheets( Yellow,Red,Blue,White, Black )
➔ Scissors 
➔ Pencil
➔ Black sketch 
➔ Fevicol 

Steps:-

Step 1:- Draw a big oval shape (size 20/ 15cm)and small oval shape ( size 10/9cm)with yellow 
pastel sheet.

Step 2:- Fold blue pastel sheet in half and draw wing shape like a picture3.

Step 3 :- Cut wings with the help of scissors.

Step 4:-  Draw big white eyes and cut it .Place all the cutting together and paste them like a bee

Step 5:- Cut two antennas with black paper and paste it. Add extra detailing for make your bee 
beautiful 
Step 6:- Make one more bee with red paper size will same.

Note: Students will make two bees with yellow and red colour.




